The lower cytotoxicity of cinnamomin (a type II RIP) is due to its B-chain.
The cytotoxicity of intact cinnamomin (a type II ribosome-inactivating protein, RIP) and the RNA N-glycosidase activity of cinnamomin A-chain have been studied and compared with those of ricin. Cinnamomin A-chain exhibits a similar RNA N-glycosidase activity in inhibiting in vitro protein synthesis compared with that of ricin, whereas the cytotoxicity to BA/F3beta cells of intact cinnamomin is markedly lower than intact ricin. In order to demonstrate that it is the B-chains of the two RIPs that bear the difference in cytotoxicity, two hybrid RIPs are prepared from the purified A-/B-chains of cinnamomin and ricin by the disulfide exchange reaction. It has been found that hybrid RIP constructed from cinnamomin A-chain and ricin B-chain is more toxic to BA/F3beta cells than the native cinnamomin, and equivalent to the native ricin. However, the cytotoxicity to BA/F3beta cells of the hybrid RIP constructed from the ricin A-chain and cinnamomin B-chain is lower than ricin, equivalent to the native cinnamomin. Furthermore, the bound amounts of two B-chains on the cell surface are determined by the method of direct cellular ELISA and Scatchard analysis of the binding of the two B-chains indicates that cinnamomin and ricin share similar binding sites with different affinity.